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two paths to the throne

-- find a new degree of  freedom --

-- find a modified coupling --

1inclusive production projection from:
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ü there is an invisible Higgs decay width, so that the total width of the Higgs and its couplings can 
be varied independently 

ü variations of all the Higgs couplings are universal 
ü there are no higher dimensional operators affecting either Higgs decay or production 

signal signal gg background

the context
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The off-peak yield can be expressed as:

with g being the universal rescaling of the SM coupling.

Keeping on-peak yield fixed to the SM value implies:

AGPS: CMS:

the context
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ü There is no invisible Higgs decay width.
ü There are dim. 6 operators affecting Higgs production.

After EWSB:

While the signal is affected by the 
modified couplings, the background is 
not.

The differential cross-section is given by:

the idea
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Discriminating power of the off-shell Higgs grows with energy since:

However, at very high energies dim. 8 operators may become important.

Interference between SM and dim. 8 operators become significant at:

The contribution of the dim. 8 operator is sub-leading if

We will present two kinds of analysis:
o Linear analysis only linear in cg,y (pure dim-6 operators)
o Non-linear analysis with terms quadratic in cg,y (model-dependent 

pollution of dim. 8 possible)

validity of the EFT
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PDF sets and errors:

K Factors:

o The 8 TeV CMS result was simulated with CTEQ6L PDF sets.
o All other results simulated with MSTW 2008 LO sets.
o The background was simulated with the corresponding NLO PDF sets.
o No PDF errors were computed, but expected to be ~ 5% - 10%.

o K factors computed using the ggHiggs code for inclusive Higgs production.
o K factor treated as an overall scaling of the signal, background and their interference. 

details of the simulation
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As a proof of concept we take the 8 TeV CMS 
data and recast it in the ct – cg plane.

Imposing ct + cg = 1 leads to constraints on ct.

Constraints can improve using the MELA*

framework.

Constraints weaker than those 
from tth measurements but of 
the same order.

reinterpreting CMS data
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The difference between the linear and non-linear 
analysis at 14 TeV is large.

This difference falls off at higher energy colliders.

Open to improvement in both 
theoretical and experimental 
technologies.

linearized vs. non-linearized analysis
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ü Off-shell Higgs production from gluon fusion can be used to 
resolve the ct – cg degeneracy.

ü One has to be careful about the dimension of the included 
operators.

ü Possibilities of reducing theoretical uncertainties with imminent 
computation of two-loop continuum contribution.
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1. combination of related measurements

2. the off-shell channel and a toy model

3. testing the validity of the EFT
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1. combination of related measurements
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• Higgs and top quark associated production: almost a direct measurement of ctwith very little pollution 
from cg

• boosted Higgs production: sensitive to ct and cg

• off-shell Higgs production: sensitive to ct and cg but also to effective ttZ couplings 

• double Higgs production in gluon fusion:
• occurs at energies much above the top quark mass – top loops and contact interaction can be 

resolved
• higher-point interactions make it really sensitive to the top-Yukawa sector

The Processes
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The Combination
SM signal injected

the Higgs is a part of a doublet

inclusive production projection from:
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2. the off-shell channel and a toy model
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off-shell Higgs Production

• off-shell Higgs production: sensitive to ct and cg but also to effective ttZ couplings 
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a toy model

• off-shell Higgs production: sensitive to ct and cg but also to effective ttZ couplings 

the extension of the SM with a vector-like top singlet under the SU(2)L
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the effective couplings
• off-shell Higgs production: sensitive to ct and cg but also to effective ttZ couplings 

the effective language

LEP constraints imply:
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the results of this labour

Simulation with MCFM, check with 
FeynArts/FormCalc/LoopTools

Slightly worse but comparable with
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model specific results

: M15 (M45)
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3. testing the validity of the EFT
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an EFT is valid if…

• Small energy requirement:

• Small coupling requirement:

• supression of dimension-8 operator:

EFT simulation with MCFM
full theory computation with 

FeynArts/FormCalc/LoopTools

Y* = 2, 3, 4, 5

Solid: linear theory
Dashed: non-linear theory
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full theory vs. EFT

ü SM signal injected
ü the linear and the non-linear theory overlap

ü bins are added with increasing mass and hence the jagged shape of the EFT/non-linear model

Full theory
D-6 EFT (linear)
non-linear parameterization
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full theory vs. EFT

ü BSM signal injected (MT= 3 TeV, Y* = 3.5)
ü the linear and the non-linear theory no longer overlap

ü bins are added with increasing mass and hence the jagged shape of the EFT/non-linear model

Full theory
D-6 EFT (linear)
non-linear parameterization
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where we stand…

ü At a time when new degrees of freedom have not raised their heads, measurement of 
deviations in couplings are of prime importance.

ü Since the discovery of the Higgs boson, experimental measurements of modifications to 
the Higgs couplings have come of age.

ü There is a vast literature of theoretical studies of coupling modifications in the EFT 
framework and quite a few model proposed that can bring about such modifications.

ü Of particular interest to us were the modifications of the coupling of the Higgs to tops 
and gluons and we studied multiple channels where these can be probed

ü A combination of these information was attempted to get a coherent picture of what 
might be possible at current and future colliders.
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now for geolocating…
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the coordinates…
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operator dependencies…
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operator dependencies…
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the on-shell story…

• Strong bounds on O2 and O3 already.

• O5 more difficult to bound from on-shell 
measurements.
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summary

• An operator basis for studying XZZ couplings is presented

• Both on-shell and off-shell measurements can be used to bound the coefficients of these 
operators

• Unitarity constraints puts strong bounds on O4

• O2 and O3 are bound by on-shell measurements.
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Thank you…!!
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